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SYNOPSIS

Federal State.  In the near future. The society sees all its members involved in productivity and 
economical return of their country, sacrificing the slightest ounce of private life and leisure for 
the general interest.

In order to wholly maintain their devotion to extreme work, the masses have been subjected to an 
intensive brainwashing by the leaders, pushing them conceiving that feelings of love – and more 
generally emotion – are the first symptoms of an incurably ill which is potentially fatal.

Within this well-oiled smooth-running machine, Sarah, covered under the number Y1IN, is dele-
gated by the Party to investigate on the discovery of a suspected case of love behavior put in qua-
rantine.

Accompanied by scientific experts, she will try to diagnose the sickness of the patient to deter-
minate if he represents or not a threat for the maintaining of the current economical policy of the 
State.

This journey deep into the depths of this system of manipulation will lead her to be obliged to 
make a choice between an evident family tie discovered with the patient and her duty of “protec-
tion of the populations”. Between life and death. Between love and duty.
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“Big Brother is not far away”, that is what many begin to think 
with regard to the problems and crises that go through our 
society.
Espionage of the populations by the NSA, reduction of liberty 
and of the right to private life for the benefit of a fight against 
terrorism : all these problems highlight a will to incorporate 
the populations into a constant effort of productivity to the 
detriment of the consideration of the human being as indivi-
dual, drived by personal desires and feelings.

DéSAffeCTion benefits from this report and takes to 
the extreme these consequences by painting a futuristic                           
universe in which the Man does not make more than one with 
his tool, whether it is journalist’s camera transplanted inside 
the palm of the hand or scientific communicator connected to 
our nerve endings, whereas neuronal chips read the thoughts 
of the protagonists.
By placing straightaway the emotion and love as disease to be 
eradicated, like «abnormal symptoms « or « biological threat 
«, Charles Thomas asks the question: « what constitutes, 
characterizes and really differentiates the Human being? «

Charles Thomas : 
« i remain stunned to see which consequences can have an un-
happy love affair or a redundancy on people. That some people 
can go until the suicide highlights the problem of the represen-
tation of the failure in our society, as the unbearable evil. Yet, 
it is by the failure that we learn. The baby will fall of numerous 
times before knowing how to walk. That is not as far as we are 
going to stigmatize him. »

While shooting a report on a school in the course of                            
removal of asbestos, Charles Thomas is disrupted by the            
numerous covers in plastics which isolate the individuals 
from each other, and nevertheless supposed to work toge-
ther, so giving the impression of a distrust aggravated to the 
contact with others. The idea of a world comes to him then 
immediately in which the slightest emotional contact with 
an other one would be synonymic of immediate danger, even 
death. Being inspired by readings of classics of the science 
fiction (Ray Bradbury, Philip. K.Dick, Georges Orwell, H.G 
Wells), Charles begins immediately the writing of a scenario 
which he will work again for months.

He gets closer then with his usual production manager, Chris-
tian Hanquet to set up the phase of production of what will be 
its most ambitious short film until then.

Charles Thomas :
«  i had the opportunity to realize several clips for regional       
artists, some short films among which some had a certain  
visibility. But DeSAffeCTion constitutes the project which 
makes most echo for my sensibility and questions which ob-
sess me. »
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-  AN INTENSIVE PRODUCTION  -

In front of the scale of the project and of the required means, 
Charles Thomas and Christian Hanquet join to find funds      
necessary for the implementation and setting in images of 
this futuristic society. Numerous partners are requested, 
and an important coproduction is organized with the Region 
of Nord-Pas-de-Calais and Pictanovo (merger of the CRRAV 
and the Pole Images).

At the same time, Charles establishes his ideal film crew, by 
choosing to work with talented professionals, but especially 
sensitive to the theme of the movie. He associates so quickly 
the director of photography Jérémy Courmont with the pro-
ject, with whom he is going to define the visual identity of the 
movie.

Jérémy Courmont :
« With Charles we exchanged a lot on the bright atmosphere 
and the photography of the movie... He had very precise ideas 
on what he wanted! from the beginning of our collaboration 
we agreed and were complementary on what was going to be 
realized for the photography.
The movie is futuristic. i chose to make live the space with 
rather aggressive and visible lights in the shot! i used rather 
modern lights to obtain colder and hard bright sensations. »

Charles Thomas :
« i wished to go away from usual clichés linked to the futuristic 
science fiction and its curved lines, soft and its lights haloed 

with white, connoting for me the notion of comfort which does 
not exist in the universe of DeSAffeCTion.

in DeSAffeCTion, the contemporaries do not have to feel 
of pleasure to evolve in their time. everything is dedicated in 
search of efficiency, of obsession of the yield. Any notion of 
comfort disappeared. »

-  THE FILM SET  -

To design film sets, Charles Thomas collaborated with the 
artist-plastics technician Henri Duhamel in the elaboration 
of pictures intended to serve as references to the future 
team for decoration in particular as regards the visual style 
of the laboratory and the basements of the Center of Sanitary       
Security.

Charles worked with an important team of decoration, led by 
Pierre Van Rietvelde and Clémence Bry, in the elaboration 
of this Center including : a laboratory of quarantine, corri-
dors of decontamination, but also an underground room 
and armored elevators. Being inspired by the esthetics of 
the expressionist movement and keeping in head the idea of 
strong contrasts and inhospitable universes, movies requi-
red the construction of more than 150 m2 of decoration sets 
in studio, and an important phase of design and creation of 
equipments. The interfaces men-machines, the interactive 
window or still the long tubes (cf photo 1) and pipes traveling 
inside the laboratory like blood vessels, were « designed « 
for the movie.
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But the most spectacular creation remains undoubtedly the 
bubble of quarantine, goes out of embryo-cocoon in which the 
patient is placed stasis there. Real tour de force, it required 
to place the sick person in suspension thanks to a harness 
in the center of the armature which was then covered with 
paper Cellophane and mastic to create all the visible veins (cf 
photo 2).

Charles Thomas :
« The film set is a full character in the movie. The scenario, the 
light, the sound effects and the musical creation: everything 
had to give to think that this building into which sink the cha-
racters inhales of itself, lives its own life independently of the 
others, and sees its walls traveled by unknown and disturbing 
technological processes.
Moreover, this building expresses himself by way of this 
voice disembodied and spat by the tops-speakers situated                     
everywhere one - not - knows where in the corridors of the 
building. »

Clémence Bry  (Production designer) :
« i wanted to participate in this movie because the scenario 
touched me a lot, but especially because the fact of designing 
a film set of science fiction in studio is something rare. i really 
wanted to take up this challenge.

At the beginning, the movie reminded me BRAZiL from TeRRY 
GiLLiAM. Then, while discussing with Charles we fast under-
stood that he had his own universe and his own ideas on the 

science fiction. We thought for a long time about this idea of 
place closed down in a near future. We looked for materials, 
for accessories and for colors which could give life to this labo-
ratory lost in a space almost indefinable time. A place which 
would preserves this secret so precious. A bubble ready to ex-
plode as long it retains this powerful feeling that is love. every 
person of the decoration team supplied its point of view and 
its ideas. We worked freely and each of us was able to express 
himself as he wished it.

Charles is a director very in the listening and overflowing ima-
gination. its sensibility and its determination tempted me to 
convince him and to help him. it is a pity he needed to break the 
decoration unit. of a certain side we were well in this disused 
place lost in the middle of nowhere ».

For the outsides, Charles decides to shoot on the campus of 
the EDHEC of Roubaix in the North, a building in the impres-
sive architecture in the shape of arc of a circle, dominant and 
erasing the human beings of his shadow.

-  PROPS AND COSTUMES  -

If the movie takes place well in the future time, the described 
universe had to remain close to that in our time with some 
futuristic touches. Indeed, work rest work, whatever is the 
appointed period, and only the search for the comfort urged 
the science to develop supposed gadgets to facilitate us the 
life.
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In DeSAffeCTion on the contrary, the science only serves 
the efficiency to the work, and it thus feels the effects with 
the will to confuse the issue between the human body and the 
working equipment. 

Whether it is by the temporal chips allowing to read the 
thoughts and to frank itself from human-machine interfaces 
or still from communicators directly connected to the ner-
vous system (cf photo 3), every citizen becomes a work tool 
susceptible to be mobilized at any time.

Charles Thomas immediately called on to a professional 
prosthetic team to conceive these equipments transplanted 
to the individual.

Respecting the will of the quite-effective and the non-com-
fortable, working combinations had to give more the idea 
of confinement in a working camisole rather than visual            
elegance, in particular as regards the scientists managing 
the center of sanitary security, all wearing stifling and close-
fitting work wears.

At the same time, Charles Thomas wished to depict charac-
ters showing authority as of “high priests”, pulling the strings 
of this ideology in their working offices. So, Sarah sees itself 
decked out by a dress halfway between the Devil gets dressed 
as Prada and Miserable Queen of Snow White, whereas the 
person in charge of the Center wears a long black coat re-
minding the Gothic barons hunters of vampires and malefic 
creatures being here, the patient achieves of loving feelings.
Laura Yoro, the Costume designer worked with materials 

such as the neoprene, used in wetsuits, to stylize these 
clothes in the striking, aggressive forms, not adapting itself 
to the body and being independent (cf photo 4).

-  11  -
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-  AN INTENSIVE POST-PRODUCTION  -

Right after the shooting of the movie is ended, Charles Tho-
mas confides rushes to his editor, Julien Seher, with whom 
he collaborated on his previous short film « L’HoMMe qui 
RiT », prize-winner of the Best Directof at the 48 hours of the 
short film of Lille 2012.

Julien and Charles met in 2010 while they worked both in an 
important company of media post-production in Paris.

Charles Thomas :
« Julien and i immediately developed a creative complicity, 
based on common references and same way of seeing the 
editing. Besides, i have a total trust in its editor capacities, 
capable of breathing into a project a dynamics and a formi-
dable efficiency. i appreciate especially the way he proposes 
me things of which i would not have thought.  »

The editing is so realized in one month, emphasizing the gra-
vity established by places and relations between the various 
characters.

The movie passed then immediately in the hands of the color 
timer, who worked at the same time as the composers.

-  THE SOUND TRACK OF THE MOVIE  -

Esteban Fernandez is an artist in a constant research, eager 
for experiment, for novelty and for surprises arisen from the 
fate. Having directed the musical clip of its future single On 
my Bleupoline, it was natural that Charles turns to him to 
propose him the composition of the soundtrack of DESAF-
FECTION.
Esteban and Charles meet several times to discuss the sound 
atmosphere of the movie, which the director wishes in the 
continuity of the visual universe.

Charles Thomas :
« The building is alive. Places are closed, the characters are 
locked. it was impossible to turn to an orchestral soundtrack 
in the style of a John William or of a Hans Zimmer. i was more 
searching for a composition «of sound effects», putting forward 
a sensation, as if the action took place inside a human body.
Walls swarmed with life, with breath. The building creaks, 
runs, seems to move, whereas the corridors of decontamina-
tion seem to constitute the air traffics of this biological sys-
tem. esteban immediately suggested working with new sounds 
making a reference to nothing familiar, to plunge the spectator 
into the unknown, the same unknown who surprises the scien-
tists in front of this patient affected by the evil against which 
they have no remedy. »

Esteban Fernandez :
« i tried to make living the piano in a singular way by using the 
instrument as a cash register of vibrations.
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i used materials such as wood, metal, or plastic to strike, rub, 
and make vibrate the cash register and the ropes. Sounds so 
produced take a new organic dimension following the example 
of the filmed building which takes life. The result creates a non-
melodic ritornello which questions about the origin of sounds, 
creating a puzzling carthasis, illustration of the cinematic ten-
sion. »

To complete the team, Thomas calls on to the artist Jean-
Christophe Chenaval, the author / composer of two albums 
and a book. «Do-it-yourselfer» of the electro music, gra-
duate of the Conservatoire in piano and composition, Charles 
counts on him to bring his knowledge in composition and har-
mony to homogenize the whole.

Charles Thomas
« The first time when i heard the execution, a heavy silence 
invaded the room of mixing. nobody seemed to want to break 
the gravity which had just come down further to the viewing of 
the scene. When i saw the effect obtained at people who knew 
the project by heart, i understood the impact which it would 
have at the spectator. »

-  GREEN SCREENS OF FUTURE  -

If they are not at the foreground of the movie, the visual ef-
fects constitute view of future in a society described by the 
history to strengthen the idea of fusion between the biologi-
cal and the technological, the visual effects were so studied 

to maximize the interactions between the characters and 
their environment. It takes place in particular by the window 
which separates the scientists of the patient, which reacts to 
the movements of the people situated in the room. Or still by 
the process of execution which sends back by its effects to no 
process known this day - either electric or mechanical.

On all sides of the film, numerous panels broadcast video 
messages with advertising vocation to urge the inhabitants 
to strengthen their consumption, in the straight line of the 
economic policy committed by the Party.

To develop these visual effects, a team of 6 people was mobi-
lized for several months, working hard to transform the mul-
tiple green screens into panels of control, to give life to the 
hologram of analysis or also to sliding doors dividing up the 
building.

Charles Thomas
« i did not especially want that the movie appears as being a 
«movie with effects «. only, to make credible the story and the 
fact that it takes place in an indefinite future, the technology 
evolving in an exponential speed since only a few decades, it 
was advisable to adapt our current concepts of interactivity to 
extreme degrees of symbiosis, reminding almost the biological 
association which is made between the human beings and the 
bacteria which use it as host in the digestive system. » 

-  13  -



-  JEANNE CARNEC  -

Having spent her childhood between Africa, DoM(fRenCH oVeRSeAS 
DePARTMenT) and france, Jeanne puts down her suitcases to Montpel-
lier where she decides to quench a desire that she has since the child-
hood: go on the stage. A revival. 
After law studies, she joins in florent Courts then she follows advanced 
training courses of the actor, in particular the training course of Jack 
Waltzer.

Jeanne shoots in numerous short films in registers highly varied, among 
which several are award-winning : «Chronique d’une plume « of Axel Lat-
tuada or still « Charmante Mira « of franck Victor. 
To the theater, she staged « une soirée entre amis «, which knew an 
attractive success at the Aktéan theater in Paris. She also held lady Me-
lissa’s role.

She works at present on the play « Mein Kampf (farce) « of George Tabori, 
staged by Makita Samba, in whom she interprets Madam Lamort.

CAREER (not exhaustive) :
- florent Courts (first class honours distinction)
- Drama lessons of f. Thiriet – Montpellier

Short films
- 2013 Tony – Marie Heyse – Céline
- 2013 inside the Pharma Company – Matthieu Mai
- Chronique d’une plume – Axel Lattuada – elle
LiiV – Jérémy Sery 
- un couple en danger (Tf1) – olivier Dorain

Théâtre
- Mein Kampf (George Tabori) – Makita Samba
- une soirée entre amis (Harold Pinter) – Jeanne Carnec
- Lady MelissaCASTING
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-  HERVÉ DEGUNST  -

Comedian and professor of dramatic art in Conservatoire, 
Hervé met Charles during the casting. He conquered him 
as well as Joël Serra the casting director by his nature, his 
proposal of a patient more tired, resigned and cynical rather 
than a patient supplicant for his life and submitted to the 
authorities. Its peace, its listening and its big concentration 
contributed to form a deep tie play with Jeanne who plays his 
daughter in the movie.

CAREER (non exhaustive) :

elena Zhilove : Adaptation of a thriller “Happy Birthday Perestroïka” in 
2011
Didier Ruiz : Adaptation of a thriller “San Antonio” from frederic Dard in 
2010
Theatrical company in an Aside Liberté, egalité, fraternité…Attention 
école in theater of Chalon-sur-Saône in 2005.
Ma part du gâteau  - Cédric Klapich
La chambre des morts – Alfred Lot
Cavalcade – D. Janneau
Mémoire dunkerquoise : Adaptation and stage from testimonies
L’histoire du soldat – Stravinski/Ramuz

CASTING
-  15  -
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-  THOMAS DEBAENE  -

in 2008, Thomas Debaene obtains simultaneously his Litera-
ture high school diploma specialization Cinema - Audiovisual 
and a cycle ii in dramatic art at the Academy of Dunkerque with 
Hervé Degunst. Having begun a Bachelor’s degree of Perfor-
ming arts, Thomas dedicates himself to the practice and en-
ters Cycle iii of dramatic art to the Academy of Lille.
That this is then managed by Sébastien Lenglet and Vincent 
Goethals (who) will make him explore the play in a sensory 
way, through original texts, through states of body and quali-
ties of language, and he will sign the show of end of the class 
“noCeS De SAnG” (f.G. Lorca). His training also includes les-
son of dance and singing.
it is during the year 2010/2011 which he really reties with the 
broadcasting in a professional way, when we propose him se-
veral roles in short films or on the television. He shares his 
time between boards and film sets.

-  LÉO HARDT  -

Léo is fascinated by cinema and by theater. Student of Boris 
Dymny, he approaches the techniques of the mask, the jes-
ter, and performs in street. He leaves to follow a program of 
Performing arts, but leaves the faculty having taken a casting 
allowing him to go to work in ireland as comedian. Playing 
plays in front of the high school students, he plays more of 
300 times through all the country. During year 2012, he creates 
with Boris Dymny and nicolas Serluppus the company Di Mini 
Teatro, who proposes modern commedia dell’arte. He sets off 
on tour in the South of france, performs in Lille and in Paris. 
He also takes up his show only on stage, participates in nume-
rous open scenes and makes Aymeric Lompret’s first part. His 
experience with the cinema begins with participations in the 
competition of the 48 hours of the short film of Lille, he writes 
and plays in «La quatrième trompette «,prize of the internet 
users. At the same time he joins the casting «Love Club « of 
Jonathan Rio, before joining the team of Désaffection.
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-  EVE LEBRUN  -

At the end of the high school, eve joins David Géry’s studios in 
the Phoenix, the national stage of Valenciennes. Through these 
studios, she makes training courses with other film directors 
as Laura Koffler, frédéric Dussennne and Didier Saint Maxent.
eve joins then the training Arts and Culture, theater of the uni-
versity Lille 3, while taking up again a training within the thea-
ter La Virgule in Tourcoing, with eric Leblanc and Jean Marc 
Chotteau.
in parallel, she creates an association to stage Dario fo’s texts 
and franca Rame, getting acquainted with the theatrical scene 
of Lille, as Le Biplan. 
The courses in studio in the Phenix, with David Géry lead her to 
intend to work in front of cameras. She so works with several 
directors such as Julie Chaubard, eric Paul, Max René. from 
then on, these two universes that are the theater and the cine-
ma became inseparable.

-  JULIE G  -

Julie was always fascinated by the art. That is why in 2006, 
she takes a Literature high school diploma option Latin to join 
the faculty of french language and Literature of Arras, where 
she makes a success her Bachelor’s degree with distinction. 
She decides to embark on the theatrical adventure by joining 
the studio of the Agaem of Arras managed by Joël Serra, who 
played one of the principal roles of the first audiovisual realiza-
tion in which she participated in 2011: MYTHoLoGique.
Julie and Charles know themselves since the childhood, when 
Julie participated in a fantastic series in six episodes, in false 
advertisements which allow Charles to start out.

CAREER (not exhaustive) :
Short films
- Désaffection – of Charles Thomas, Role of the journalist
- Mythologique – of Charles Thomas, Role of Aphrodite



Casting Manager
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-  JOEL SERRA  -

Musician, in the influences rather Rock (Led Zeppelin, Channel-
hopped(forgot all about), Who, Rollings stones etc.), he tries the adven-
ture of the theater in 2004, after several experiences in street shows or 
special event managements with the Company L’éléphant dans le Boa. A 
meeting with Jean-louis Jacopin, director (in the Traffic circle) lead him 
very fast then on stage. He  will interpret among others Labiche, Grum-
berg, Romain, Sophocles, Molière.
He integrates the Academy into regional brilliance of endowed in 2006 
where from he will go out in 2010 with the distinction «very well». He inte-
grates then the Section Cinema of the same academy from 2007 till 2011.
He does diverse training courses and training courses to become forma-
tive in 2011 (Workshop of THe AGAeMe Arras).

The meeting with several film directors of the region, the affable on real 
creations, nicolas fabas’s « ( Antigone) ) «, « i am of back « of kelvin Lé-
vêque, « Short of word « of Guillaume Deman, « Louise de Béttignie « of 
florian Hansens. (Companies noutique, Canopy, Pachyderm production)
its tastes and his passion of the cinema bring him to play for the first time 
in the television series «Maria Vandamme» of Jacques ertaud, ermano 
olmi in 1988 and later on short films and other productions (france 2, 
Web, diverse) .en on 2010, he writes and realizes his first short film, «Big 
cats», with the support of the PiCTAnoVo - CRRAV / Pole images - nord-
Pas de Calais.
A surprising meeting takes place with Charles Thomas in 2011 on Mytho-
logical serial Web, realized by Charles. The necessity of working toge-
ther is imperative. Their very different universes, their age, their real-life 
experience if opposite complement each other nevertheless naturally.
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When he was 16 years old, armed with a simple digital came-
ra in video mode, Charles Thomas embarks on the cinema 
adventure. He realizes then a first spy thriller. What was at 
first only leisure, one pastime will become little by little a 
passion. These first steps in the filmed fiction - certainly on a 
small scale - go on according to regular productions. In two 
years, he realizes a fantastic serie of six episodes in which he 
maintains scriptwriter’s roles / director / editor / comedian / 
special effects man / webmaster, but also parodical musical 
clips, false advertisements and some short films.

In a parallel to these first self-taught experiences, he turns 
quite naturally to a Audiovisual Advanced Technician’s cer-
tificate in Roubaix. This last diploma in pocket, he has from 
now on an audiovisual basic culture as well as a technical and 
intellectual luggage. Just as much worried of blooming tech-
nically that artistically, he also devotes to the writing (texts, 
short stories, scenarios), an activity which will never leave 
him.

From 2006 till 2010, several successive contracts and the 
broadcasting give him the opportunity to brew so a wide pa-
nel of the professional exercises appropriate to the domain 
(report, editing of clips, realizations of commercials) and lead 
him to define exactly his professional project. He so works 
during one year in Paris in the company named Mikros Image. 
Wishing to take up with the creative dimension of his first 
projects, Charles Thomas leaves Paris to return in the North 
of France at the end of 2010.

He joins a third year in broadcasting ( D.R.E.A.M). In the 
U.V.H.C in which he continues his training so technical and 
theoretical. He maintains, on his side, an almost bulimic prac-
tice of the writing for diverse projects of audiovisual realiza-
tion. Among those, a funny web fiction staging the gods of the 
Olympia battling against contemporary problems: MYTHO-
LOGIQUE, short films and video clips for artists of the region 
(Zora, Biskotos, PiedNez, Esteban Fernandez, Anomaly, Jean 
Christophe).

He creates the concept of the Web-broadcast named CUT,  the 
realization of which he performs. It is about an emission pre-
senting the current events of the city of Marly (www. marly.
fr). 

In 2012, he joins Romain Palich (medical student) as camera-
man for a documentary dealing with the AIDS epidemic. The 
shooting lasted three weeks in Cambodia. 
He also make a short film for the group of jazz LA PALMA. 
Movie selected in the Short Film Corner of the Cannes film 
festival in 2013. He obtains finally the prize of the best direc-
tor to the festival of the 48 hours of the short film of Lille 2012 
with the film L’HOMME QUI RIT.
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-  FILMOGRAPHY  -

2013
DéSAffeCTion (Short film) - 15 min

SACHe que L’enfeR - Aanomaly (clip)

Je Mixe à LA MAiSon  - Jeancristophe (clip)

SuR MA BLeuPoLine - Esteban Fernandez (clip)

Le MéPRiS / LeS PAiLLASSonS - Zora (clips)

CoMMenT fAiT-on LeS BéBéS ? - Les Biskotos (clip)

2012
L’HoMMe qui RiT (Short film) - 5 min
 PRIZE-WINNER - BEST DIRECTION « 48H du
  Court-métrage de Lille »

A PLACe foR PLATeS (Short film - 3 min - Short Film Corner 
- Festival de Cannes 2013)

WeSTeRn CAMeMBeRT (Short film) - 5 min

MYTHoLoGique (web-série) - 4 x 6 min



-  THE PRODUCER  CHRISTIAN HANQUET  -

Christian, due to his plural experience, was able to brew 
a very wide range of artistic and audiovisual domains. He 
works in particular beside Boris Diéval in the association 321 
and participates in the debuts of studios 321. At the end of 
the university period, he creates a musical label, Absynthetic 
Records, who produces young artists of the regional stage.

He organizes festivals Son(arts) and Son(automne) within 
the framework of Valenciennes 2007 - regional capital of the 
culture. It is then appointed as Manager of the Centre of Cur-
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rent Music ( CMA) of Valenciennes in 2007.

He gives courses of esthetics of shows and interactive de-
vices to the university of Artois, or still computer graphics 
courses in the Plastic Arts department of the university of 
Valenciennes.

But in 2010, Christian takes a new turning point in his life, 
with his appointment to the post of Cultural Manager in the 
city of Marly. He meets Charles Thomas, Director, with whom 
he is going to develop the project of Web- -emission «CUT»
He accompanies then Charles on his first project of web fic-
tion “MYTHOLOGIQUE” in charge of production. Its skills and 
his relational sense allow him to collect the necessary funds 
for the implementation of this first collaboration. 

From now on producer associated by Charles Thomas, their 
first large-scale collaboration under the aegis of OVNI Studio 
is the production and the realization of the short film DESAF-
FECTION. 

From now on, Christian Hanquet gets involved fully in his 
mission of support, organizational and financial pillar of the 
diverse projects produced by OVNI Studio, of musical clips, 
of institutional movies, including short films and Web-broad-
casts. He also participates in the production of the artists 
Esteban Fernandez or still Lobsang Chonzor.



-  THE CHIEF CAMERAMAN  JÉRÉMY COURMONT  -

it has been three years since Jérémy grows up in the world of 
the cinema. To travel in this universe is a beautiful epic. each 
time, a story, thoughts, different dreams which feed the being. 
in every shooting, meetings... With the sensation to know each 
other for a long time. Having the feeling to share something 
powerful, an indescribable energy. The cinema belongs to the 
world of the feeling and of the imagination. A thing that every 
human being owes protect and express.
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-  THE COMPOSER  ESTEBAN FERNANDEZ  -

Soaking in the music since his youngest age, esteban fernan-
dez puts a lot since 2006, in several musical projects which 
bloom according to residences, concerts and sessions of re-
cording. 
Having elected the guitar as his instrument of preference, he 
collaborates with the Pasolini Space of Valenciennes and rea-
lizes enter other the musical creation of the entertainment 
“Tranchée de la compagnie Zapoï”. in 2012 he takes care of the 
sound dressing of “L’Artificier” play of normand olivier. 
But it is the personal musical project which is in the center of 
its concerns. A first eP emerges, the second is outlined, whe-
reas an album is in gestation...
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-  THE EDITOR  JULIEN SEHER  -

Julien joins the CifACoM School in Paris region and 
chooses the editing specialization of the Audiovisual Ad-
vanced technician’s certificate. Having obtained his gra-
duate, he works in the company Mikros image as video 
technician. He gets acquainted with Charles Thomas 
there, with whom he quickly ties a strong complicity. 
outside his career, he writes and realizes several amateur 
short films which allow him to develop creative / rhythmic 
sense. To continue on this way, he decides to become an edi-
tor as entertainment industry worker in June, 2012. it is at 
this moment there that he re-crosses Charles Thomas’s way 
with whom he collaborates on the short film L’HoMMe qui 
RiT. They will renew the experience for DeSAffeCTion…

-  THE PROSTHETICS FX  ARTÉIDE  -

Arteide develops around the make-ups special effects, the 
leather creation, the realization of masks and make-ups for 
the broadcasting, the special event management... 
Thanks to the techniques of molding, modelling, work with 
materials such as the latex, the silicone or the composite 
materials, Artéide realizes special effects such as masks, 
false members, puppets, special effects: from physical 
prosthesis to the decoration as well as the effects of explo-
sives, make-ups on stage and making up. 
They designed the multiple subcutaneous chips as well as 
the interactive props which appear in the movie.
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Extract of the story board
 Realized by Henri Duhamel

Data of production
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English title «disaffection»
 Writen and directed by 
 CharlEs Thomas

Produced by  
 oVNI studio
 PICTaNoVo
 la régIoN Nord Pas-dE-
CalaIs.

Production : 
 ChrIsTIaN haNQUET

With : 
 JEaNNE CarNEC
 hErVé dEgUNsT
 Thomas dEBaENE
 léo hardT
 EVE-TaTIaNa lEBrUN
 JUlIE goUIllard
 ThIErry KUN
 maThIEU aglossI
 FaBIENNE WIENNE

director of Photography :
 Jérémy CoUrmoNT

Editor  :
 JUlIEN sEhEr

original soundtrack :
 EsTEBaN FErNaNdEZ

With the cooperation of  :
JEaN-ChrIsToPhE ChENEVal

Production assistants  : 
 KéVIN lEVEQUE 
 ETIENNE BoUVIEr

Cast list :
 Joël sErra

First assistant director : 
 NIColas TUrEK

second assistant director : 
 CyrIEllE laVa

script supervisor  :
 maNoN alIrol

script assistant  :
 alICE loPEZ

manager : 
 lUCIllE lasKoWsKI
 CharlEs BloNdEllE

manager assistant : 
 FraNçoIs KIElBasa

Casting coach: 
 Joël sErra

Extra casting manager : 
 BrUNo lE gUErN

1rst Camera operator : 
 BasTIEN rEBENa
 JUdITh TrIBaUlT

2nd Camera operator : 
 EVa BINard

gaffer : 
daVId WoJTKoWIaK

Best boy :
 maUrINE ThIEBaUT
 oPhélIE VErVaCKE
 saNdra alBa
 JoNaThaN gIVErs

grip manager : 
 maxImE ZIadI

grip : 
 FraNçoIs (FaNCh) dElaBy

sound Engineer : 
 PIErrE lEBlaNC

Boom operator : 
 VINCENT ValENdUC
 lUdIVINE PElE

Production designer : 
 PIErrE VaN rIETVEldE
 ClémENCE Bry

set designers :
 alExaNdrE syNadINos
 Thomas VaN rIETVEldE
 hENrI dUhamEl
 Thomas lhErmITTE
 Chloé sarEls

Prop master :
 ColINE dEBEE

make Up / hair stylist : 
 CharlEy CollIEr

make Up assistant : 
 saFraNE mErlIEr

Costume designer : 
 laUra yoro

dresser manager : 
 JUlIE lEClErCQ

dresser assistant : 
 lUdIVINE PElE

Costume making :
 assoCIaTIoN la TramE
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Prosthesis / Props, Fx : 
émElINE BEraNgEr (arTéïdE)
marIE dElEPoUIllE (sTagIaIrE)

Color timer : 
 gUIllaUmE dUChEmIN

Visual conception and storyboard :
 hENrI dUhamEl

Fx supervisors :
 sImoN VIdy
 marINE roUssEaU

special effects :
 maThIEU BENEdETTI
 gEorgEs lEBoN
 sImoN VIdy
 Flying Saucers :
 rémI WaQUET 
 maxImE BaUCoUr 
 JordaN aNaTolE 
 

Titling & credit titles of end :
Flying saucers (flyingsaucers.fr) :
 rémI WaQUET 
 maxImE BaUCoUr 
 JordaN aNaTolE 

English translation :
 amaNdINE maIrIaUx
 sylVIE lEroy

sound mixing : 
 FaBIEN méNarT

sound design : 
 EsTEBaN FErNaNdEZ
 FaBIEN mENarT

dCP Copy : 
 gUIllaUmE dUChEmIN

making off soundtrack : 
artist : la FEmmE
Title «ITs TImE To WaKE UP (2023)»
author: marlon magnée, sacha got. 
Composer : marlon magnée, sacha 
got.
Extract of the first album « Psycho 
Tropical Berlin » (2013)
label Barclay (Universal)

Teaser music :
 ValENTIN JaNsEN

Teaser mixing :
 BENoîT CaPEllE

sponsorships and partnerships  : 
 CélIa sossah-Tado 
 (Touslesmatins.net)
 ETIENNE BoUVIEr

Food stylist :
 CarolINE JasINsKI
 KaTIa ChoPPIN

stage Photographers :
 marIE-ClémENCE daVId
 ThIBaUlT FElEZ

making-off :
 JoNaThaN dEgrEllE

Camera & optics :
 PaNaVIsIoN BElgIQUE
 FIlm EN CoUr(T)s

sound and machinery  :
 lE FrEsNoy /
 sTUdIo NaTIoNal dEs 
arTs CoNTEmPoraINs

Electrical material complements :
 alIVE EVENTs

Vehicle rental :
 hErTZ

ThaNKs :

Thanks to all the UlUlE contributors without whom no-
thing would have been possible. :

Financiers  :
Conseil général du Nord (opération “Talents de jeunes”) / 
sTaJ Valenciennes, ClaP de Valenciennes, FPh de marly, 
FIl Valenciennes métropole / Préseau, 

sponsors and private partners  :
Club des 33, EdF / grdF région Nord, musikland store 
(musiklandstore.net), avant-scène sonorisation (onnaing), 
JalaIN FrErEs ENTrEPrIsE (marly), Ville de marly, 
Ville de Tourcoing, le Fresnoy - studio national des arts 
contemporains, EdhEC Business school de lille et tout 
particulièrement aurore denys et Christophe Charpentier, 
sEm – Ville renouvelée – lille métropole, EComoBIlys, 
sarl, agence Tous les matins (touslesmatins.net), Jérôme 
allard, Julie laroque, sophie Fouille, Philippe Fréville et 
Vincent leclercq de Pictanovo, association la Trame (mar-
ly), Carrefour market marly, le Challenge Jeunes Talents 
2013 (avec spotworks et Pictanovo) et tout particulière-
ment anne lucie domaNgE-VIsCardI et l’ensemble du 
jury, hôtel IBIs Valenciennes, le cinéma et le Centre des 
arts et de la Culture les Imaginaires & la Ville de douchy-
les-mines.

Insurances  : axa assurances

all rights reserved – Copyright © oVNI studio, Pictanovo - 
2013
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www.desaffection.fr
www.ovnistudio.frStud o


